
Mammal Memory Match 

Directions: Cut out the cards below. Mix-up the cards and lay them 

face down on the table so that you cannot read them. The 

youngest player gets to start, and players rotate their turns 

clockwise. Each player picks two cards and tries to match the 

mammal or term with its correct description. If it’s a match, that 

player keeps the cards and picks again. If it’s not a match, return 

the cards and rotate turns. The player with the most matches wins!  

Herbivore 

A consumer 

that eats only 

producers 

(plants, trees, 

seeds, fruit, 

etc.). 

Carnivore 

A consumer 

that eats only 

other 

consumers 

(meat-eater). 

Omnivore 

A consumer 

that eats both 

producers and 

consumers 

(plant and 

meat eater). 

White-tailed 

Deer 

These 

mammals are 

herbivores. 

Males grow 

antlers made of 

bone, but 

females do not 

grow antlers. 

Bobcat 

This mammal is 

a carnivore. It is 

a medium-sized 

cat known for 

its short tail. 

Buffalo 

(American 

Bison) 

These 

mammals are 

herbivores. 

Both males and 

females grow 

horns that are 

made of 

keratin.  



Eastern Red 

Bat 

This mammal is 

a carnivore 

that primarily 

eats insects. It 

uses flight and 

echolocation 

to catch insects 

at night. 

Raccoon 

This mammal is 

an omnivore. It 

is identified by 

a black mask 

of fur around its 

eyes and rings 

of black fur on 

its tail. 

Coyote 

This mammal is 

an omnivore. 

However, it 

predominantly 

eats meat. Its 

ability to run 

and swim help 

this mammal 

catch its food. 

Gray Fox 

This mammal is 

an omnivore. 

Although it is 

part of the 

Canidae 

family, it has 

the unique 

ability to climb 

trees.  

Beaver 

This mammal is 

an herbivore. It 

cuts down trees 

with its sharp 

front teeth and 

builds a lodge 

(its home) in 

the water.  

Fur and Hair 

This 

characteristic is 

unique to 

mammals and 

is used for 

warmth, 

sensory 

information, 

and protection. 

Nocturnal 

A term referring 

to animals that 

are active at 

night (and rest 

during the 

day). 

Vertebrates 

A term referring 

to animals that 

have a 

backbone. 

 


